TOP 4 REASONS
to use an industry leading
TLS/SSL certificate provider.

For more than 25 years, Entrust has been the trusted certification
authority to the world’s leading organizations. In fact, we were among
the first providers of TLS/SSL certificates, and we continue investing
in the next generation of digital security. Learn from our experts how
to optimize your TLS/SSL certificates.

SECURE WHAT MATTERS.
TLS/SSL certificates help organizations keep their transactions safe
from threats by assuring personal information is transmitted securely.
TLS/SSL certificates also offer businesses and consumers peace of
mind, confidence, and a great user experience.

Choosing the Right CA.
While price is certainly a main focus for many organizations,
there are other things to consider.
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Entrust: The Best Choice for your Critical Needs.
We’re more than a leading issuer of TLS/SSL certificates; we’re also a trusted certification
authority. When you choose us, you’re getting trust, security, and innovation.

Entrust is dedicated to helping enterprises secure digital transactions, maintain
compliance, and mitigate risks. We offer a wide range of TLS/SSL certificates to meet
every security need. If you need TLS/SSL, you need Entrust.
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Top 4 Reasons to Choose Us.

1

SECURITY AND SAVINGS
Looking to secure digital transactions that transmit personally identifiable
information, all while saving money? Entrust offers flexible licensing models that
help our customers realize cost savings.

2

CENTRALIZED TLS/SSL CERTIFICATE
LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
Get full visibility into your certificate inventory.
Visibility
Secure server testing
Avoid security gaps
x.509 compliance
Robust reporting

3

AUTOMATION FEATURES
Increase productivity, reduce human error.
ANSIBLE MODULES: help customers automate TLS/SSL certificate deployment
at scale, enabling higher security and more efficient deployment
REST API: provides flexibility, greater ease of use, and supports a
wider range of use cases for integrations
TURBO™ AUTO-INSTALLER: provides a simple method to automatically install
SSL certificates on Apache, Apache variant and Microsoft Windows platforms

4

FLEX LICENSING PROGRAM
One low price for a broad range of TLS/SSL certificates.*
Full lifetime value of TLS/SSL certificates; deploy and reuse
certificate licenses throughout validity period
Saves money, as it won’t cost you more to make changes
*Exclusions and terms apply, contact sales for details.

TLS/SSL certificates help organizations keep their
transactions safe from threats by protecting online
transactions and assuring personal information is
transmitted securely. With the right partner, TLS/SSL
certificates also offer businesses and consumers peace
of mind, confidence, and a great user experience.

START SAVING

